Proper function of the Drosophila trp gene product during pupal development is important for normal visual transduction in the adult.
The response of invertebrate photoreceptors consists of the summation of quantum bumps, each representing the response to a single photon. The bumps adapt depending on the intensity of the stimulus: their average size is relatively large in dim light and small in bright light. The rate of occurrence of the bumps varies proportionally with light intensity. In the Drosophila mutant trp, unlike in the wild type, the rate does not increase with increasing light intensity and the bumps do not adapt. Here we report an analysis of the trp gene and its expression in normal and mutant flies. Our results suggest that the trp protein is a novel photoreceptor membrane-associated protein, that this protein is not required for the occurrence of bumps but is necessary for adaptation, and that proper function of the trp gene product during pupal development is important for normal visual transduction in the adult.